Waiting for Autumn.
Marbach at the FachPack in Nuremberg.
Heilbronn, 04th July 2019
The Heilbronn-based manufacturer of cutting-dies, machines as well as materials for diemaking Marbach is exhibiting - as in previous years - at the FachPack in Nuremberg at the
end of September. For Marbach, this coming together of the packaging industry has become
an established part of the exhibition year.
Tina Dost, Marketing Manager at Marbach: "We are already looking forward to exhibiting
again at FachPack in Nuremberg. The three days of the fair are perfectly suitable for
presenting our new technologies and for networking with our customers and other industry
members and exchanging information on the latest trends in the packaging market. Also
numerous new customers find their way to our FachPack stand on these occasions."
Also, on this occasion Marbach will introduce exceptional technologies. These include the
height-adjustable anvil, the platen cleaning device mplaten|cleaner, the new marbanick|2+ for
inserting nicks and the PES|IV for setting up embossing dies. Marbach will also be presenting
in Nuremberg tried and proven technologies such as the masterstrip|plate, pure edge, the
digital zone levelling DZL|plate or the marbablanker. In addition, a topic which has quietly
developed into one of the most important products for the trade fair are rotary tools with
active ejection technology. These have become extremely popular in the corrugated board
sector. Marbach also offers the right solution here.
Dost continues: "At FachPack we are not only showcasing our technologies for maximum
performance, but also our services. For some time now, we have been offering our 360°
service for packaging development and optimization. Our training courses at the Marbach
Academy have also become very popular with our customers and attract a great deal of
interest at trade fairs. We are looking forward to welcoming many visitors to our stand 612 in
hall 7."

About Marbach
Packaging. Performance. You. This is the slogan of Marbach, the world's leading manufacturer
of die-cutting and thermoforming tools. With 1,500 employees worldwide, Marbach sets the
benchmark in its industry. Since 1923. And delivers pure performance to its customers. Totally
individual. For each requirement the best solution. In every price range. Worldwide.
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More Information:
Marbach Group
Karl Marbach GmbH & Co. KG
Tina Dost
Phone +49 7131 918 204
Fax +49 7131 918 444
tina.dost@marbach.com
www.marbach.com
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